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(54) STORAGE AND ASSEMBLY DEVICE AND METHOD FOR STORING AND ASSEMBLING SOLAR 
PANELS

(57) The present invention is comprised in the field
of processes for loading and installing solar or photo-
voltaic panels, particularly apparatus and/or devices for
storing and assembling solar panels. The invention more
particularly comprises a single device for the loading,
storage, transport and placement of solar panels. The

present invention further comprises a method for placing
solar panels at sites in which they are installed. This de-
vice also allows the loading, storage, transport and place-
ment of large solar panels that cannot be handled by
operators.
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Description

Object of the Invention

[0001] The present invention is comprised in the field
of processes for loading and installing solar or photo-
voltaic panels, particularly apparatus and/or devices for
storing and assembling solar panels. More particularly,
the invention comprises a single device for the loading,
storage, transport and placement of solar panels. The
present invention further comprises a method for placing
solar panels at sites where they are installed. This device
also allows the loading, storage, transport and placement
of large solar panels that cannot be handled by operators.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Today, once solar panels are pre-assembled,
they are loaded directly into trailers to then transfer them
to the site where they are assembled/installed. Once the
panels are transferred to the installation site, for example
a jib-type crane installed in the actual trailer in which the
panels were transferred, is in charge of individually pick-
ing up each solar panel from the trailer and positioning
it on the securing or tracking system of the installation
site.
[0003] The step of factory loading the solar panels in
trailers as well as the step of positioning or placing the
panels on site requires a substantial amount of time and
the intervention of a large number of trailers and cranes.
Additionally, if solar panel stock is to be worked with,
such solar panels can be stored once they are factory
pre-assembled. However, up until now, an independent
system in charge of storing the pre-assembled panels
one by one has been required for the factory storing of
said solar panels for their subsequent placement in trail-
ers for being transferred.
[0004] In both factory solar panel loading and factory
solar panel storage processes, these panels are placed
(stored) one on top of another, such that it increases the
risk of said solar panels experiencing damage during
subsequent steps of handling and/or transporting solar
panels, as well as in the step of positioning solar panels
on site. Accordingly, these known processes in turn re-
quire an additional securing process that increases
times.
[0005] Up until now, the processes carried out from the
time the solar panels are factory loaded until they are
positioned on site have the drawbacks of long times, the
use of a number of apparatus and/or devices involved in
the on-site loading, storage, transport and placement of
solar panels, as well as a high risk of said panels expe-
riencing damage and high logistics costs. Furthermore,
these processes are further complicated when the solar
panels are of a large size.
[0006] For this reason, the present invention proposes
new and tooling for storing solar panels as well as an
improved process for the on-site placement of said solar

panels.

Description of the Invention

[0007] The present invention proposes a solution to
the preceding problems by means of a storage and as-
sembly device for storing and assembling solar panels
according to claim 1, and a method for the placement of
solar panels according to claim 9. The dependent claims
define preferred embodiments of the invention.
[0008] A first inventive aspect provides a storage and
assembly device for storing and assembling solar panels
comprising:

- a supporting structure with a containing space for
storing a plurality of solar panels and said supporting
structure located on a base arranged in the lower
part in its operating position;

- one or more displacement modules, wherein each
displacement module comprises one or more dis-
placeable supports per solar panel to be stored for
the support and displacement of the solar panel,
wherein the one or more supports are displaceable
from a first storage position to a second release po-
sition of the solar panel;

- an actuator for driving the displacement of the dis-
placeable supports;

wherein when the displaceable supports are located in
the first position, the displacement module or modules
determine a position of the solar panels supported by
them in a stacked arrangement, and
the release of the solar panels takes place through an
opening in the base.
[0009] Relative terms referring to both position and ori-
entation of the present device and its components, such
as upper, lower, vertical, horizontal and the like, will be
used throughout the description. One of the parts iden-
tified in the device is the base, and said base is mainly
contained in one plane. When the device is in use, the
base is always oriented parallel to the ground. The base
is therefore a reference for the rest of the elements of
the device, i.e., if one element is described as being ver-
tically oriented, without referencing it to another element,
it is because it is arranged perpendicular to the base.
[0010] In a preferred example of the invention, the base
also extends along a main longitudinal direction, the di-
rection in which displacement of the device occurs so as
to deposit the solar panels. This longitudinal direction of
the base is also a reference of the different components
of the device with respect to the base.
[0011] Terms such as "in the operating mode" or "when
the device is in the operating mode" will also be used
throughout the description. The device of the invention
is a structure which allows, among other functions, the
storage and placement of solar panels, and as such, the
solar panels are not part of the device. Nevertheless, the
manner of storing the solar panels therein is to form a
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stack understood as the superposition of a plurality of
solar panels, arranged parallel to one another and locat-
ed one on top of another, forming a stack at different
levels in height with respect to the base. The stack ex-
tends along a direction perpendicular to the main plane
of any of the solar panels. Therefore when references
such as the stacking direction when the device is in the
operating mode are used, it must be understood as the
displaceable supports being configured to establish a
certain orientation of the solar panels and also a stacking
direction perpendicular to the solar panels when the de-
vice has such solar panels.
[0012] The supporting structure of the present device
will be understood as a container-type structure defining
therein a containing space suitable for storing solar pan-
els in a stacked manner. These solar or photovoltaic pan-
els that can be stored in the present device to later be
transferred and positioned in the solar farm, have previ-
ously been pre-assembled forming sets of pre-assem-
bled panels. Throughout this document, solar panel will
be understood as a set of previously pre-assembled solar
panels that can in turn incorporate other factory assem-
bled auxiliary elements. This set formed in these pre-
assembly operations is generically identified as a solar
panel. The installation of this set in the solar farm allows
having pre-assembly operations already performed in
the factory.
[0013] In a particular embodiment, the supporting
structure comprises displaceable supports which are ar-
ranged such that in the operating mode, the panels or
sets of panels are all stacked horizontally, parallel to the
base.
[0014] The displaceable supports of the displacement
modules individually support each solar panel such that
these panels are supported on said displaceable sup-
ports and stacked inside the supporting structure forming
different levels in height with enough space between
them so that the panels of one level are not in contact
with the panels of consecutive levels. The displacement
of these displaceable supports causes the movement of
the solar panels from a first storage position to a second
release position of the solar panel. In other words, the
first storage position is that position in which, in the op-
erating mode, the solar panels are stored in a stacked
manner, supported by the displaceable supports inside
the supporting structure, whereas the second release po-
sition in the operating mode is that position in which the
solar panels are arranged near the opening of the base
of the supporting structure, no longer supported by the
displaceable supports but rather in contact with or sup-
ported on the solar panel supports arranged at the instal-
lation site.
[0015] The movement of the displaceable supports to
go from the first storage position to the second release
position is caused by the action of the actuator that is in
charge of driving said displacement movement of the dis-
placeable supports.
[0016] The present configuration of the storage and

assembly device for storing and assembling solar panels
advantageously allows solar panels to be automatically
factory loaded in the supporting structure once said pan-
els are pre-assembled, even if they are of a large size.
Furthermore, once the solar panels are automatically
loaded in the device, they can remain stored therein for
as long as necessary.
[0017] Furthermore, since the solar panels are stacked
and supported by the displaceable supports inside the
supporting structure, the device advantageously allows
these panels to be factory stored like stock. As a result
of this storage configuration, the solar panels are kept
protected inside the supporting structure.
[0018] Additionally, the present storage and assembly
device, is advantageously capable of positioning or plac-
ing the solar panels on the solar panel (securing or track-
er) supports arranged in the solar farm, through the con-
trolled lowering or releasing movement of said panels
when they go from the first storage position to the second
release position. The releasing movement of the solar
panel can be understood as the lowering movement of
the displacement supports in the supporting structure giv-
en that these are lowered in height, being moved close
to the ground, i.e., the solar panels go from being sup-
ported by the displaceable supports of the displacement
modules to being supported on the solar panel supports
which are located on site.
[0019] In a particular embodiment, the displacement
module comprises two conveyor belts:

- each of the two conveyor belts has a linear configu-
ration;

- each of the two conveyor belts extends between two
rotating wheels; and

wherein the two conveyor belts are arranged parallel and
one on each side of the stack of solar panels when they
are stored in the operating mode such that:

- in the first position, the displaceable supports for sup-
porting a solar panel of both conveyer belts are ar-
ranged facing one another; and

- in the second position, the displaceable supports for
supporting a solar panel of both conveyer belts are
arranged in opposition, i.e., on the side of the con-
veyer belt opposite the stack.

[0020] In this particular embodiment, the displaceable
supports are fixed along each of the two conveyor belts
such that they are displaced due to the action of the ac-
tuator on the rotating wheels on which each of the con-
veyor belts is arranged. In the first storage position, all
the displaceable supports are located parallel to and fac-
ing one another, whereas in the second release position
at least the displaceable supports closest to the base go
to being arranged on the side of the conveyer belt oppo-
site the stack. In a preferred example, the movements of
each conveyer belt are independent of, but coordinated
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with, one another as a result of the predefined actuation
the actuator such that the movement of the belts is inte-
gral, i.e., they move with the same displacements and at
the same speeds.
[0021] In a more particular embodiment, the conveyor
belts are arranged in a position perpendicular to the base
for releasing the panels through the opening of the base
to provide the displaceable supports with a movement
perpendicular to the base during the release of a solar
panel or set of solar panels.
[0022] The rotational movement of the rotating wheels
causes linear displacement of the conveyer belt such that
the displaceable supports are vertically displaced in two
main directions, i.e., in the direction of moving closer to
the ground and in the direction of moving away from the
ground.
[0023] In another particular embodiment, the displace-
ment module comprises two bar members arranged par-
allel and one on each side of the stack of solar panels
when they are stored in the operating mode, each bar
member comprising a first rotating bar member and a
second rotating and axially displaceable bar member,
said members being parallel to one another, such that
there are displaceable supports distributed equidistantly
with respect to one another along the first bar member,
one displaceable support for each solar panel to be
stored in the stack, and displaceable supports distributed
equidistantly with respect to one another, and with the
same separation distance as in the first bar member,
along the second bar member, one displaceable support
for each solar panel to be stored in the stack with the
exception of the lowest one closest to the base; wherein

- in a first angular position of the first bar member, the
displaceable supports of said first bar member are
located in the first position, and by means of rotation,
in a second angular position of the first bar member,
the displaceable supports are located in the second
position, and

- in a first angular position of the second bar member,
the displaceable supports of said second bar mem-
ber are located in the first position, and by means of
rotation, in a second angular position of the second
bar member, the displaceable supports are located
in the second position.

the rotations of the first bar member and the rotations of
the second bar member being independent of one an-
other.
[0024] The first bar member is arranged vertical to the
base and configured for rotating about its own axis due
to the actuation of the actuator, the axis of this first bar
member being perpendicular to the base. The second
bar member is also arranged vertical to the base and
configured for rotating about its own axis like the first bar
member, and this second bar member is in turn config-
ured for being axially displaced. The movements of each
bar member of a displacement module are independent

of one another, and the movements of each displacement
module can also be independent. However, the move-
ments of each bar member and each displacement mod-
ule are coordinated with one another in the entire device
through the controlled actuation of the actuator.
[0025] Particularly, the second bar member can be un-
derstood as a telescopic bar that can rotate and be axially
displaced about itself.
[0026] The rotation performed by the first bar member
to go from the first angular position to the second angular
position causes the solar panels in the operating mode
to go from being supported by the displaceable supports
arranged in both bar members to being supported only
by the displaceable supports of the second bar member.
The same occurs for the second bar member, i.e., when
this second bar member rotates, going from a first angular
position to a second angular position, it causes the solar
panels in the operating mode to go from being supported
by the displaceable supports arranged in both bar mem-
bers to being supported only by the displaceable sup-
ports of the first bar member.
[0027] The fact that the second bar member has a plu-
rality of displaceable supports equidistant from one an-
other such that there is one displaceable support for each
solar panel to be stored in the stack with the exception
of the lowest one closest to the base, allows that when
the first bar member rotates towards the second angular
position, the solar panel or set of solar panels is no longer
supported by the displaceable supports of both bar mem-
bers and is positioned on the panel support installed on
site. Advantageously, this bar member configuration al-
lows, in the operating mode, for the solar panels to be
positioned on the panel supports arranged at the instal-
lation site through a series of coordinated movements
between the bar members of each displacement module.
[0028] In a more particular embodiment, the displace-
able supports are arranged in each bar member in groups
of two such that when the solar panels are stored in the
operating mode (in the first storage position) the solar
panel is supported between two displaceable supports
for each bar member, i.e., there is one displaceable sup-
port below the solar panel and another one above it.
[0029] In another particular embodiment, the displace-
ment module comprises two worm gears, arranged par-
allel and one on each side of the stack of solar panels
when they are stored in the operating mode, each worm
gear comprising:

- a threaded bolt extended along a certain length per-
pendicular to the base and a threaded bushing, the
threaded bolt being screwed into the bushing such
that the rotation of the bolt causes axial displacement
of the bushing along the bolt;

- a plurality of displaceable supports distributed along
the bushing and facing towards the stack of solar
panels in the operating mode.

[0030] In this particular embodiment, the bolt compris-
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es a threaded-type outer surface suitable for being
screwed into the threaded-type inner surface of the bush-
ing. By means of the action of the actuator, the bolt starts
to rotate, screwing into the bushing and causing the axial
displacement of the bushing itself along the bolt. Never-
theless, given that the displaceable supports are fixed
along the bushing, these displaceable supports are dis-
placed as a result of the axial displacement of this bush-
ing.
[0031] The bolt of each worm gear comprises a certain
length such that it is prolonged enough so as to allow the
stacked solar panels farthest away from the base to be
positioned on site.
[0032] In a more particular embodiment, the distance
between the displacement modules located on both sides
of the stack of solar panels stored in the operating mode
is adjustable according to the width of the solar panels.
Advantageously, it allows the distance between dis-
placed modules to be adjusted depending on the needs
of the solar panels.
[0033] In a particular embodiment, the device addition-
ally comprises a transport structure for the displacement
of the storage and assembly device, comprising a secur-
ing element fixing the storage and assembly device to
the transport structure with the base being positioned
parallel to and spaced from the ground.
[0034] Advantageously, the present device can be
transferred inside the factory and from the factory to the
solar farm. Furthermore, since the solar panels are
stacked inside the supporting structure and individually
supported by the displaceable supports, the transfer of
the device is not detrimental for the state of the solar
panels or set of solar panels. In other words, the panels
are transferred in a simple manner from the factory where
they were previously pre-assembled to the solar farm
where they will be positioned as a result of the configu-
ration of the present device.
[0035] In a more particular embodiment, the transport
structure comprises horizontal displacement means for
being displaced along the ground and vertical displace-
ment means for moving the storage device closer to/far-
ther from the ground.
[0036] The horizontal displacement means allow the
device to be transferred inside the factory, between the
factory and the site, and at said site during the step for
positioning solar panels on solar panel supports.
[0037] A second inventive aspect provides a method
for the placement of solar panels by means of a device
according to the first inventive aspect, wherein said meth-
od comprises:

- loading the device with a plurality of panels stacked
in the containing space and supported on the dis-
placeable supports positioned in the first position;
and

in an iterative manner, carrying out the following steps:

i. displacing the device in a longitudinal forward
movement direction until situating the opening of the
base, parallel to the ground, above a support for a
solar panel previously fixed on its foundation and on
which a solar panel will be installed;
ii. generating a displacement of the displaceable
supports of the displacement module until releasing
the solar panel arranged in the lower part in the stack;

as long as there are solar panels stored in the container
and supports for a solar panel available.
[0038] Once the opening of the base of the device is
positioned on site above the support for a solar panel in
step i), the displaceable supports of the displacement
modules are all supporting the solar panels stacked in-
side the supporting structure, which corresponds with the
first storage position.
[0039] In step ii), the displaceable supports of the dis-
placement modules are displaced, going from the first
storage position to the second release position, which is
when the solar panel is no longer supported by the dis-
placeable support and is supported on the support for a
solar panel installed on site.
[0040] Steps i) and ii) are repeated in an iterative man-
ner until all the necessary solar panels have been posi-
tioned on their supports on site, or even until the support-
ing structure is completely empty.
[0041] In a preferred example, in step i) the device is
displaced in a longitudinal direction corresponding with
the main longitudinal direction of the base thereof. Nev-
ertheless, the base can adopt more complex shapes and
the longitudinal displacement direction will be that which
allows moving forward between supports for solar panels
on which the solar panels are installed.
[0042] The present method for the placement of solar
panels by means of the device of the first inventive aspect
advantageously allows said device as a whole to factory
load and store inside the supporting structure the solar
panel units or set of solar panels, to transport said solar
panels securely both in the factory and at the installation
site by transferring the device itself, and in turn it allows
positioning each of the solar panels on the securing or
tracking system (support for a solar panel) located at the
installation site.
[0043] In a particular embodiment, step ii) of displacing
the displaceable supports of the displacement module
until releasing the solar panel arranged in the lower part
in the stack is carried out by means of the actuator caus-
ing the rotation of the rotating wheels for the displacement
of the displaceable supports along the belt where said
supports are located.
[0044] In another particular embodiment, step ii) of dis-
placing the displaceable supports of the displacement
module until releasing the solar panel arranged in the
lower part in the stack is carried out by means of the
actuator causing the following sequence of movements,
starting from an orientation of the bar members such that
the displaceable supports are in the first angular position:
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1) lowering the device, moving it closer to the ground,
until the solar panel arranged in the lower part in the
stack comes into contact with the support for a solar
panel, no longer being supported on the correspond-
ing displaceable supports;
2) rotating the first bar member to the second angular
position;
3) lowering the second bar member according to its
longitudinal direction a distance that is equivalent to
the separation between two consecutive displacea-
ble supports, lowering the stack of solar panels;
4) rotating the first bar member to the first angular
position;
5) rotating the second bar member to the second
angular position;
6) raising the second bar member according to its
longitudinal direction a distance that is equivalent to
the separation between two consecutive displacea-
ble supports;
7) rotating the second bar member to the first angular
position.

[0045] In a particular embodiment, step ii) of displacing
the supports of the displacement module until releasing
the solar panel arranged in the lower part in the stack is
carried out by means of the actuator causing the rotation
of the threaded bolt, lowering the bushing towards the
ground until the solar panel arranged in the lower part in
the stack is supported on the support and is no longer
supported on the corresponding displaceable supports.
[0046] In a particular embodiment, the loading of the
device with a plurality of panels stacked in the containing
space is carried out according to the following steps:

- distributing the plurality of solar panels along a cer-
tain
length; and

in an iterative manner, carrying out the following steps:

- displacing the device until situating the opening of
the base above a solar panel previously distributed
along a certain length;

- generating a displacement of the supports of the dis-
placement module from a second position to a first
position such that the solar panel located in the open-
ing of the base is situated in the lower part of the
stack in the containing space of the device, lifting all
the solar panels of the stack;

as long as there are solar panels distributed along a cer-
tain length and enough space in the containing space for
storing solar panels in the displaceable supports.
[0047] In a particular embodiment, the loading of the
device with a plurality of panels stacked in the containing
space for a device with an upper access opening to the
stack is carried out in an iterative manner according to
the following steps:

- providing a solar panel through the upper access to
the stack until it is supported on the displaceable
supports in the upper part of the stack;

- generating a displacement of the displaceable sup-
ports of the displacement module from a second po-
sition to a first position such that there are displace-
able supports available for supporting a new solar
panel;

as long as there are solar panels and enough space in
the containing space for storing solar panels in the dis-
placeable supports.
[0048] In a particular embodiment, the loading of the
device with a plurality of panels stacked in the containing
space for a device with a front access opening according
to the longitudinal forward movement direction is carried
out by inserting the solar panels until each solar panel is
supported on the corresponding displaceable supports
in the stack, preferably one at a time and in the order
established by the stack.
[0049] The present method for the placement of solar
panels by means of a single storage and assembly device
advantageously optimizes the ratio of resources used
and the work times for the loading, transfer and place-
ment of solar panels. Use of a device like the one of the
present invention has been found in practice to improve
the ratio of resources used per megawatt when assem-
bled.

Description of the Drawings

[0050] The foregoing and other features and advan-
tages of the invention will become clearer based on the
following detailed description of a preferred embodiment,
given solely by way of illustrative and non-limiting exam-
ple, in reference to the attached drawings.

Figure 1 shows a storage and assembly device for
storing and assembling solar panels in a solar farm
according to a particular embodiment of the present
invention.
Figure 2A shows a perspective view of a storage and
assembly device for storing and assembling solar
panels according to a particular embodiment of the
present invention.
Figure 2B shows a lateral view of the storage and
assembly device for storing and assembling solar
panels of Figure 2A according to a particular embod-
iment of the present invention.
Figure 2C shows a bottom view of the storage and
assembly device for storing and assembling panels
of Figure 2A according to a particular embodiment
of the present invention.
Figure 2D shows a front view of the storage and as-
sembly device for storing and assembling solar pan-
els of Figure 2A according to a particular embodi-
ment of the present invention.
Figure 2E shows a perspective view of a displace-
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ment module of the device of Figure 2A according
to a particular embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 2F shows a lateral view of the displacement
module of Figure 2E according to a particular em-
bodiment of the present invention.
Figure 3A shows a perspective view of a storage and
assembly device for storing and assembling solar
panels according to a particular embodiment of the
present invention.
Figure 3B shows a perspective view of the displace-
ment modules of the device of Figure 3A according
to a particular embodiment of the present invention.
Figures 4A to 4I show perspective views of a storage
and assembly device according to a particular em-
bodiment of the present invention.
Figure 5A shows a perspective view of a storage and
assembly device for storing and assembling solar
panels according to a particular embodiment of the
present invention.
Figure 5B shows a front view of the storage and as-
sembly device for storing and assembling solar pan-
els of Figure 5A according to a particular embodi-
ment of the present invention.
Figure 5C shows a perspective view and a displace-
ment module of the device of Figure 5A according
to a particular embodiment of the present invention.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0051] Figure 1 shows a solar farm (5) that has a plu-
rality of solar panel supports (4) installed forming rows.
These solar panel supports (4) are those on which each
solar panel (2) or set of solar panels will be positioned
by means of a storage and assembly device. This device
stores solar panels (2) inside a supporting structure (1)
comprised in said device. Said Figure 1 shows two sup-
porting structures (1), one of which is located off to the
side of the rows of the solar panel supports (4), and the
other supporting structure (1) is arranged above a row
of solar panel supports (4) on which solar panels (2) will
be positioned; a set of solar panels (2) positioned on a
plurality of solar panel supports (4) is further shown.
[0052] The device of Figure 1 shown to be arranged
above a row of solar panel supports (4) further comprises
a transport structure (3) which allows said supporting
structure (1) to be displaced over the ground of the solar
farm (5). In this particular example, the transport structure
(3) is a gantry-type crane, i.e., it is formed by four posts
parallel to one another and attached through a frame at
one of the ends thereof, whereas each of the other ends
of each post is attached to a wheel. These four wheels
allow the sliding of the transport structure (3), and ac-
cordingly of the supporting structure (1) itself of the stor-
age and assembly device. In another particular example
(not shown in the drawing), the transport structure (3) is
a trailer.
[0053] The storage and assembly device shown in Fig-
ure 1, as well as the storage and assembly device shown

in Figures 2A-5C, is used to carry out the process of
placing the solar panels (2) in a solar farm (5), which is
described below.
[0054] The method for the placement or positioning of
solar panels (2) on solar panel supports (4) in a solar
farm (5) comprises:

loading the storage and assembly device with a plu-
rality of panels (2) stacked in the containing space
(1.1) and supported by displaceable supports (1.2.1)
arranged in a first position (a); and

in an iterative manner, carrying out the following steps:

i. displacing the device in a longitudinal forward
movement direction in the solar farm (5) until situat-
ing the opening of the base (B) of the supporting
structure (1), parallel to the ground, above one or
several solar panel supports (4) previously fixed on
their foundation and on which a solar panel (2) will
be installed;
ii. actuating the actuator (1.3), generating a displace-
ment of the supports (1.2.1) of the displacement
module (1.2) until releasing the solar panel (2) or set
of solar panels (2) arranged in the lower part in the
stack in the containing space (1.1) of the supporting
structure (1);

as long as there are solar panels (2) stored in the con-
taining space (1.1) and supports for a solar panel (2)
available.
[0055] Figures 2A to 5C show in detail a storage and
assembly device for storing and assembling solar panels
(2) comprising:

- a supporting structure (1) with a containing space
(1.1) for storing a plurality of solar panels (2) and
said supporting structure (1) located on a base (B)
arranged in the lower part in its operating position;

- one or more displacement modules (1.2), wherein
each displacement module (1.2) comprises one or
more displaceable supports (1.2.1) per solar panel
(2) to be stored for the support and displacement of
the solar panel (2), wherein the one or more supports
(1.2.1) are displaceable from a first storage position
(a) to a second release position (b) of the solar panel
(2);

- an actuator (1.3) for driving the displacement of the
displaceable supports (1.2.1);

wherein when the displaceable supports (1.2.1) are lo-
cated in the first position (a), the displacement module
or modules (1.2) determine a position of the solar panels
(2) supported by them in a stacked arrangement, and
the release of the solar panels (2) takes place through
an opening in the base (B).
[0056] Said Figures 2A to 5C show storage devices
with several examples of displacement modules (1.2).
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Each of the embodiments of the present storage and as-
sembly device for storing and assembling solar panels
(2) is described below in detail.

Example 1

[0057] Figures 2A to 2F show a first particular example
of a storage and assembly device for storing and assem-
bling solar panels (2) in the operating mode according to
the present invention. In this first example, the device
comprises a supporting structure (1) defining a space
inside said container (1.1) in which a plurality of solar
panels (2) are stored. This storage and assembly device
further comprises a plurality of displacement modules
(1.2), particularly three displacement modules (1.2) as
shown in Figure 2A. In this first example, as shown in
Figure 2A, each displacement module (1.2) has two con-
veyor belts (1.2.2), each of these belts (1.2.2.) being ar-
ranged parallel and one on each side of the stack of solar
panels (2). Each of the two conveyor belts (1.2.2) extends
between two rotating wheels (1.2.2.1), one of which is
fixed in the lower part or base (B) of the supporting struc-
ture (1) and the other one is fixed in the upper part of
said supporting structure (1). Figure 2A furthermore
shows how the device comprises one actuator (1.3) for
each conveyer belt (1.2.2) of each displacement module
(1.2). These actuators (1.3) are in charge of actuating
the rotational movement of each of the rotating wheels
(1.2.2.1) in a coordinated manner. Said Figure 2A fur-
thermore shows how the solar panels (2) comprise a pro-
file (2.1) in their lower part which is where each solar
panel (2) is supported on the solar panel supports (4) of
the solar farm (5) (as shown in Figure 1).
[0058] Figure 2B shows a lateral view of the device of
Figure 2A in which it can be seen how the supporting
structure (1) has a plurality of solar panels (2) stored
therein, forming a stack of a total of five levels. The solar
panels (2) stacked horizontally and parallel between lev-
els. Three of the conveyor belts (1.2.2) of each displace-
ment module (1.2) arranged perpendicular to the base
(B) of the supporting structure (1) can furthermore be
seen in said Figure 2B.
[0059] Figure 2C shows a bottom view of the device
of Figure 2A in which it can be seen how the base of the
supporting structure (1) comprises an opening that allows
seeing in detail the lower row of solar panels stored inside
this supporting structure (1). Furthermore, it shows how
the solar panels (2) have a profile (2.1) fixed in their lower
part which, in addition to serving as a support for posi-
tioning the solar panels (2) on the solar panel supports
(4), also serve as an attachment profile for the attachment
of a plurality of solar panels (2) all arranged in the same
level in the stack.
[0060] Figure 2D shows a front view of the device of
Figure 2A in which a storage module (1.2) comprising
two conveyor belts (1.2.2) each arranged on one side of
the stack when the supporting structure (1) stores solar
panels (2) in the operating mode can particularly be seen.

It can furthermore be seen how the conveyer belt (1.2.2)
has a linear configuration extending between two rotating
wheels (1.2.2.1). A plurality of displaceable supports
(1.2.1) fixed to both conveyor belts (1.2.2) can further-
more be seen in said Figure 2D, some of said displace-
able supports (1.2.1) supporting the solar panels (2) at
two of their ends. Figures 2E and 2F show in detail a
conveyer belt (1.2.2) arranged between two rotating
wheels (1.2.2.1) such that a section of said conveyer belt
(1.2.2) has a plurality of displaceable supports (1.2.1)
fixed thereto. These displaceable supports (1.2.1) main-
tain a constant distance with respect to one another (as
seen in detail in Figure 2F). Figure 2E shows an actuator
(1.3) connected to the upper rotating wheel (1.2.2.1) of
the conveyor belt (1.2.2) for actuating the displacement
thereof through the rotation of the rotating wheels
(1.2.2.1).
[0061] Figure 2D also shows how the corresponding
displaceable supports (1.2.1) are facing one another
without supporting a solar panel (2) at the level closest
to the base (B) of the supporting structure (1).
[0062] With respect to the method for the placement
of solar panels (2) by means of the device which is shown
in Figures 2A to 2F, in step ii), when the actuator (1.3) is
actuated, rotation of the upper rotating wheels (1.2.2.1)
of each of the displacement modules (1.2) begins, fol-
lowed by the sliding of the conveyor belts (1.2.2) around
the upper and lower rotating wheels (1.2.2.1), thereby
generating the vertical displacement of the displacement
supports (1.2.1). In step ii), the displacement movement
of the displaceable supports (1.2.1) is a coordinated
movement between both conveyor belts (1.2.2) of each
displacement module (1.2) effected by the actuators (1.3)
so that the solar panel (2) or the set of solar panels in
the lower part of the stack is no longer supported at the
ends thereof by the displaceable supports (1.2.1) at the
same time.

Example 2

[0063] Figures 3A to 4I show a second particular ex-
ample of a storage and assembly device for storing and
assembling solar panels (2) in the operating mode ac-
cording to the present invention. In this second example,
the device comprises a supporting structure (1) defining
a space therein in which a plurality of solar panels (2) are
stored. This storage and assembly device further com-
prises a plurality of displacement modules (1.2), partic-
ularly two displacement modules (1.2), as shown in Fig-
ure 3A.
[0064] Said Figure 3A furthermore shows how the solar
panels (2) comprise a profile (2.1) in their lower part which
is where each solar panel (2) is supported on the solar
panel supports (4) of the solar farm (5) (as shown in Fig-
ure 1).
[0065] Figure 3B shows a perspective view of a dis-
placement module (1.2) of the storage and assembly de-
vice which is shown in Figure 3A. It can particularly be
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seen how this displacement module (1.2) comprises two
bar members (1.2.3). In this second example, each dis-
placement module (1.2) has two bar members (1.2.3),
each bar member (1.2.3) being arranged one on each
side of the stack of solar panels (2) (as shown in Figure
3A). Each bar member (1.2.3) comprises a first bar mem-
ber (1.2.3.1) and a second bar member (1.2.3.2), said
members (1.2.3.1, 1.2.3.2) being parallel to one another.
Each bar member (1.2.3) comprises a lower support base
(1.2.3.3) and an upper support base (1.2.3.4) attaching
the first bar member (1.2.3.1) and second bar member
(1.2.3.2) to the supporting structure (1) of the storage
and assembly device. In other words, the lower support
base (1.2.3.3) of the bar member (1.2.3) is located close
to the base (B), and the upper support base (1.2.3.4) the
other in the upper part of the supporting structure (1) (as
shown in Figure 3A).
[0066] The first bar member (1.2.3.1) can rotate about
itself, whereas the second bar member (1.2.3.2) can ro-
tate and be axially displaced, particularly be displaced
perpendicular to the base (B). Each bar member (1.2.3)
comprises an actuator (1.3) (not shown in the drawings)
in charge of actuating the movements of each bar mem-
ber (1.2.3) and accordingly of each first and second bar
member (1.2.3.1, 1.2.3.2).
[0067] Figure 3B furthermore shows how each bar
member (1.2.3) comprises a plurality of displaceable sup-
ports (1.2.1) distributed equidistantly with respect to one
another along the first bar member (1.2.3.1) and the sec-
ond bar member (1.2.3), maintaining the same distance
from one another in both bar members. The configuration
of the displaceable supports (1.2.1) is such that for the
first bar member (1.2.3.1), there is one displaceable sup-
port (1.2.1) for each solar panel (2) to be stored in the
stack, whereas for the second bar member (1.2.3.2),
there is one displaceable support (1.2.1) for each solar
panel (2) to be stored in the stack with the exception of
the lowest one closest to the base (B) (as shown in Figure
3A).
[0068] In this second example, the displacement mod-
ule (1.2) defines two angular positions with respect to the
bar members (1.2.3), that is, a first angular position in
which the displaceable supports (1.2.1) of the first bar
member (1.2.3.1) and second bar member (1.2.3.2) are
located in the first position (a), i.e., supporting the solar
panels (2); and a second angular position in which the
displaceable supports (1.2.1) of the first bar member
(1.2.3.1) and second bar member (1.2.3.2) are located
in the second position (b). In other words, by means of
the rotation actuated by an actuator (1.3), the first bar
member (1.2.3.1) and second bar member (1.2.3.2) ro-
tate from a first angular position to a second angular po-
sition, and vice versa; each bar member (1.2.3.1, 1.2.3.2)
of the device can go from a first position (a) to a second
position (b), and vice versa. The rotational movements
of each bar member (1.2.3.1, 1.2.3.2) are independent
of one another but coordinated such that they define a
sequence of rotations for positioning each solar panel (2)

in the solar farm (5).
[0069] Figure 3B furthermore shows how the displace-
able supports (1.2.1) of each first bar member (1.2.3.1)
and second bar member (1.2.3.2) are in groups of two,
such that when the device is in its first storage position
(a) (as shown in Figure 3A), the solar panels (2) are sup-
ported between two displaceable supports (1.2.1) at each
end where they are supported.
[0070] With respect to the method for the placement
of solar panels (2) by means of the device which is shown
in Figures 3A to 3C, in step ii), when the actuator (1.3)
is actuated, a sequence of movements in the displace-
ment module (1.2) begins according to this second ex-
ample, such that the bar members (1.2.3) start from an
orientation such that the displaceable supports (1.2.1)
are located in the first position (a). This sequence of
movements performed by a bar member (1.2.3) of the
storage and assembly device according to the second
example is shown in detail in Figures 4A to 4I.
[0071] Figure 4A shows the initial position from which
the bar member (1.2.3) starts before the sequence of
movements to place solar panels (2) in the solar farm (5)
begins. In this initial position, the first bar member
(1.2.3.1) is arranged such that the displaceable supports
(1.2.1) attached to it are oriented towards the inside of
the supporting structure (1), i.e., supporting the solar pan-
els in a first position (a). The second bar member (1.2.3.2)
is arranged such that the displaceable supports (1.2.1)
attached to it are oriented towards the inside of the sup-
porting structure (1), i.e., supporting the solar panels in
a first position (a), such that the solar panel in the lower
part closest to the base (B) would not be supported given
that there would not be any displaceable supports (1.2.1)
to that end. Said Figure 4A only shows a bar member
(1.2.3) of the displacement module (1.2); however, the
uppermost position described for the bar member (1.2.3)
shown would be the same as the position the other bar
member (1.2.3) (not shown in the drawing) would have.
[0072] Figures 4B to 4I show the following sequence
of movements of the bar member (1.2.3) shown in Figure
4A:

1) lowering the device as shown in Figure 4B, moving
it closer to the ground, until the solar panel (2) ar-
ranged in the lower part in the stack comes into con-
tact with the solar panel support (4), no longer being
supported on the corresponding displaceable sup-
ports (1.2.1) (this drawing does not show how the
solar panel (2) is supported on the solar panel sup-
port);
2) rotating the first bar member (1.2.3.1) to the sec-
ond angular position (b) as shown in Figure 4C, such
that the displaceable supports (1.2.1) fixed to said
first bar member (1.2.3.1) no longer support the solar
panels (2) of the stack;
Once the first stack of solar panels or set of solar
panels is positioned on its solar panel supports (4)
as shown in Figure 4D, the device is displaced in a
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forward movement direction until it is positioned
above the solar panel supports (4) in which the fol-
lowing stack of solar panels (2) stored in the sup-
porting structure (1) will be positioned.
3) lowering the second bar member (1.2.3.2), ac-
cording to its longitudinal direction in a movement
perpendicular to the base (B) in the direction of ap-
proaching the base (B), a distance that is equivalent
to the separation between two consecutive displace-
able supports (1.2.1), lowering the stack of solar pan-
els (2), as shown in Figure 4E;
4) rotating the first bar member (1.2.3.1) to the first
angular position (a) as shown in Figure 4F, such that
the displaceable supports (1.2.1) fixed to said first
bar member (1.2.3.1) are oriented towards the inside
of the supporting structure (1) and supporting the
solar panels (2) of the stack;
5) rotating the second bar member (1.2.3.2) to the
second angular position (b), as seen in Figure 4G,
such that the displaceable supports (1.2.1) fixed to
said second bar member (1.2.3.2) no longer support
the solar panels (2) of the stack;
6) raising the second bar member (1.2.3.2) accord-
ing to its longitudinal direction perpendicular to the
base (B) in the direction of moving away from the
base (B), a distance that is equivalent to the sepa-
ration between two consecutive displaceable sup-
ports (1.2.1), as shown in Figure 4H;
7) rotating the second bar member (1.2.3.2) to the
first angular position (a), as shown in Figure 4I, such
that the displaceable supports (1.2.1) fixed to said
second bar member (1.2.3.2) are oriented towards
the inside of the supporting structure (1) and sup-
porting the solar panels (2) of the stack.

[0073] Step 3 of the preceding sequence is understood
as the step in which the stack of solar panels (2) is low-
ered towards the opening of the base (B) of the device
once the lower stack of solar panels (2) has been previ-
ously positioned.
[0074] Once step 7 of the preceding sequence of
movements has been reached, the device is ready to
continue positioning the solar panels (2) stacked therein
in a sequential manner, i.e., repeating steps 1 to 7 until
desired or until all the solar panels (2) that were previ-
ously stored in the supporting structure (1) have been
positioned.

Example 3

[0075] Figures 5A to 5C show a third particular exam-
ple of a storage and assembly device for storing and as-
sembling solar panels (2) in the operating mode accord-
ing to the present invention. In this third example, the
device comprises a supporting structure (1) defining a
space therein in which a plurality of solar panels (2) are
stored. This storage and assembly device further com-
prises a plurality of displacement modules (1.2), partic-

ularly three displacement modules (1.2) as shown in Fig-
ure 5A. In this third example, each displacement module
(1.2) has two worm gears (1.2.4), arranged parallel and
one on each side of the stack of solar panels (2). Each
worm gear (1.2.4) comprises a threaded bolt (1.2.4.1)
arranged perpendicular to the base (B) and a threaded
bushing (1.2.4.2) around the bolt (1.2.4.1). The bolt
(1.2.4.1) is screwed into the bushing (1.2.4.2) such that
the rotation of the bolt (1.2.4.1) causes axial displace-
ment of the bushing (1.2.4.2) along the bolt (1.2.4.1).
Figure 5A furthermore shows how the device comprises
one actuator (1.3) for each worm gear (1.2.4) of each
displacement module (1.2). These actuators (1.3) are in
charge of actuating the movement of screwing in each
worm gear (1.2.4) in a coordinated manner with respect
to one another. Said Figure 5A furthermore shows how
the solar panels (2) comprise a profile (2.1) in their lower
part, which is where each solar panel (2) is supported on
the solar panel supports (4) of the solar farm (5) (as
shown in Figure 1). This profile (2.1) is arranged along
an entire set of solar panels (2).
[0076] Figure 5B shows a front view of the device of
Figure 5A in which there can particularly be seen a stor-
age module (1.2) comprising two worm gears (1.2.4),
each arranged on one side of the stack when the sup-
porting structure (1) stores solar panels (2) in the oper-
ating mode. A plurality of displaceable supports (1.2.1)
fixed to the bushings (1.2.4.2) of both worm gears (1.2.4)
can furthermore be seen in said Figure 5B, some of such
displaceable supports (1.2.1) supporting the solar panels
(2) at two of their ends. Figure 5B also shows how the
corresponding displaceable supports (1.2.1) are facing
one another without supporting a solar panel (2) in the
level closest to the base (B) of the supporting structure
(1).
[0077] Figure 5C shows in detail a worm gear (1.2.4)
comprising a bolt (1.2.4.1) and a threaded bushing
(1.2.4.2) around the bolt (1.2.4.1). A plurality of displace-
able supports (1.2.1) fixed to the bushing (1.2.4.2) can
be seen in more detail. These displaceable supports
(1.2.1) maintain a constant distance from one another.
Figure 5C shows an actuator (1.3) connected to the worm
gear (1.2.4) to actuate the screwing in thereof, thereby
axially displacing the bushing (1.2.4.2) on the bolt
(1.2.4.1).
[0078] With respect to the method for the placement
of solar panels (2) by means of the device which is shown
in Figures 5A to 5C, in step ii), when the actuator (1.3)
is actuated, rotation of the bolt (1.2.4.1) of each of the
displacement modules (1.2) begins, followed by axial
sliding of the bushing (1.2.4.2) on said bolt (1.2.4.1),
thereby generating the vertical displacement of the dis-
placement supports (1.2.1). In said step ii), the displace-
ment movement of the displaceable supports (1.2.1) is
a coordinated movement between both worm gears
(1.2.4) of each displacement module (1.2) effected by
the actuators (1.3) so that the solar panel (2) in the lower
part of the stack is no longer supported at its ends by the
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displaceable supports (1.2.1) at the same time.
[0079] The present storage and assembly device de-
scribed in any of the drawings is, advantageously, a sin-
gle device capable of loading sets of solar panels therein
for storing, transporting and placing them in solar farms.

Claims

1. A storage and assembly device for storing and as-
sembling solar panels (2) comprising:

- a supporting structure (1) with a containing
space (1.1) for storing a plurality of solar panels
(2) and said supporting structure (1) located on
a base (B) arranged in the lower part in its op-
erating position;
- one or more displacement modules (1.2),
wherein each displacement module (1.2) com-
prises one or more displaceable supports (1.2.1)
per solar panel (2) to be stored for the support
and displacement of the solar panel (2), wherein
the one or more supports (1.2.1) are displacea-
ble from a first storage position (a) to a second
release position (b) of the solar panel (2);
- an actuator (1.3) for driving the displacement
of the displaceable supports (1.2.1);

wherein when the displaceable supports (1.2.1) are
located in the first position (a), the displacement
module or modules (1.2) determine a position of the
solar panels (2) supported by them in a stacked ar-
rangement, and
the release of the solar panels (2) takes place
through an opening in the base (B).

2. The device according to claim 1, wherein the dis-
placement module (1.2) comprises two conveyor
belts (1.2.2):

- each of the two conveyor belts (1.2.2) has a
linear configuration;
- each of the two conveyor belts (1.2.2) extends
between two rotating wheels (1.2.2.1); and

wherein the two conveyor belts (1.2.2) are arranged
parallel and one on each side of the stack of solar
panels (2) when they are stored in the operating
mode such that:

- in the first position (a), the displaceable sup-
ports (1.2.1) for supporting a solar panel (2) of
both conveyer belts (1.2.2) are arranged facing
one another; and
- in the second position (b), the displaceable
supports (1.2.1) for supporting a solar panel (2)
of both conveyer belts (1.2.2) are arranged in
opposition, i.e., on the side of the conveyer belt

(1.2.2) opposite the stack.

3. The device according to claim 2, wherein the con-
veyor belts (1.2.2) are arranged in a position perpen-
dicular to the base (B) for releasing the panels
through the opening of the base (B) to provide the
displaceable supports (1.2.1) with a movement per-
pendicular to the base (B) during the release of a
solar panel (2).

4. The device according to claim 1, wherein the dis-
placement module (1.2) comprises two bar members
(1.2.3), arranged parallel and one on each side of
the stack of solar panels (2) when they are stored in
the operating mode, each bar member (1.2.3) com-
prising a first rotating bar member (1.2.3.1) and a
second rotating and axially displaceable bar member
(1.2.3.2), said members (1.2.3.1, 1.2.3.2) being par-
allel to one another, such that there are displaceable
supports (1.2.1) distributed equidistantly with re-
spect to one another along the first bar member
(1.2.3.1), one displaceable support (1.2.1) for each
solar panel (2) to be stored in the stack, and dis-
placeable supports (1.2.1) distributed equidistantly
with respect to one another, and with the same sep-
aration distance as in the first bar member (1.2.3),
along the second bar member (1.2.3), one displace-
able support (1.2.1) for each solar panel (2) to be
stored in the stack with the exception of the lowest
one closest to the base (B);
wherein

- in a first angular position of the first bar member
(1.2.3.1), the displaceable supports (1.2.1) of
said first bar member (1.2.3.1) are located in the
first position (a), and by means of rotation, in a
second angular position of the first bar member
(1.2.3.1), the displaceable supports (1.2.1) are
located in the second position (b), and
- in a first angular position of the second bar
member (1.2.3.2), the displaceable supports
(1.2.1) of said second bar member (1.2.3.2) are
located in the first position (a), and by means of
rotation, in a second angular position of the sec-
ond bar member (1.2.3.2), the displaceable sup-
ports (1.2.1) are located in the second position
(b).

the rotations of the first bar member (1.2.3.1) and
the rotations of the second bar member (1.2.3.2) be-
ing independent of one another.

5. The device according to claim 1, wherein the dis-
placement module (1.2) comprises two worm gears
(1.2.4), arranged parallel and one on each side of
the stack of solar panels (2) when they are stored in
the operating mode, each worm gear (1.2.4) com-
prising:
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- a threaded bolt (1.2.4.1) extended along a cer-
tain length perpendicular to the base (B) and a
threaded bushing (1.2.4.2), the threaded bolt
(1.2.4.1) being screwed into the bushing
(1.2.4.2) such that the rotation of the bolt
(1.2.4.1) causes axial displacement of the bush-
ing along the bolt (1.2.4.1);
- a plurality of displaceable supports (1.2.1) dis-
tributed along the bushing (1.2.4.2) and facing
towards the stack of solar panels (2) in the op-
erating mode.

6. The device according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the distance between the displacement
modules (1.2) located on both sides of the stack of
solar panels (2) stored in the operating mode is ad-
justable according to the width of the solar panels (2).

7. The device according to any of the preceding claims,
additionally comprising a transport structure (3) for
the displacement of the storage and assembly de-
vice, comprising a securing element fixing the stor-
age and assembly device to the transport structure
(3) with the base (3) being positioned parallel to and
spaced from the ground.

8. The device according to the preceding claim, where-
in the transport structure (3) comprises horizontal
displacement means (3.1) for being displaced along
the ground; and vertical displacement means (3.2)
for moving the storage and assembly device closer
to/farther from the ground.

9. A method for the placement of solar panels (2) by
means of a device according to any of the preceding
claims, wherein said method comprises:

- loading the device with a plurality of panels (2)
stacked in the containing space (1.1) and sup-
ported on the displaceable supports (1.2.1) po-
sitioned in the first position (a); and

in an iterative manner, carrying out the following
steps:

i. displacing the device in a longitudinal forward
movement direction until situating the opening
of the base (B), parallel to the ground, above a
support for a solar panel (2) previously fixed on
its foundation and on which a solar panel (2) will
be installed;
ii. generating a displacement of the displaceable
supports (1.2.1) of the displacement module
(1.2) until releasing the solar panel (2) arranged
in the lower part in the stack;

as long as there are solar panels (2) stored in the
container (1.1) and supports for a solar panel (2)

available.

10. The method according to claim 9 by means of a de-
vice according to any of claims 1 to 3, wherein step
ii) of displacing the supports (1.2.1) of the displace-
ment module (1.2) until releasing the solar panel (2)
arranged in the lower part in the stack is carried out
by means of the actuator (1.3) causing the rotation
of the rotating wheels (1.2.2.1) for the displacement
of the displaceable supports (1.2.1) along the belt
where said supports (1.2.1) are located.

11. The method according to claim 9 by means of a de-
vice according to claim 4, wherein step ii) of displac-
ing the displaceable supports (1.2.1) of the displace-
ment module (1.2) until releasing the solar panel (2)
arranged in the lower part in the stack is carried out
by means of the actuator (1.3) causing the following
sequence of movements, starting from an orientation
of the bar members (1.2.3) such that the displacea-
ble supports (1.2.1) are in the first angular position
(a) :

1) lowering the device, moving it closer to the
ground, until the solar panel (2) arranged in the
lower part in the stack comes into contact with
the solar panel support, no longer being sup-
ported on the corresponding displaceable sup-
ports (1.2.1);
2) rotating the first bar member (1.2.3.1) to the
second angular position (b);
3) lowering the second bar member (1.2.3.2) ac-
cording to its longitudinal direction a distance
that is equivalent to the separation between two
consecutive displaceable supports (1.2.1), low-
ering the stack of solar panels (2);
4) rotating the first bar member (1.2.3.1) to the
first angular position (a);
5) rotating the second bar member (1.2.3.2) to
the second angular position (b);
6) raising the second bar member (1.2.3.2) ac-
cording to its longitudinal direction a distance
that is equivalent to the separation between two
consecutive displaceable supports (1.2.1);
7) rotating the second bar member (1.2.3.2) to
the first angular position (a).

12. The method according to claim 9 by means of a de-
vice according to claim 5, wherein step ii) of displac-
ing the supports (1.2.1) of the displacement module
(1.2) until releasing the solar panel (2) arranged in
the lower part in the stack is carried out by means
of the actuator (1.3) causing the rotation of the
threaded bolt (1.2.4.1) lowering the bushing (1.2.4.2)
towards the ground until the solar panel (2) arranged
in the lower part in the stack is supported on the
support and is no longer supported on the corre-
sponding displaceable supports (1.2.1).
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13. The method according to claim 9, wherein the load-
ing of the device with a plurality of panels (2) stacked
in the containing space (1.1) is carried out according
to the following steps:

- distributing the plurality of solar panels (2)
along a certain length; and

in an iterative manner, carrying out the following
steps:

- displacing the device until situating the opening
of the base (B) above a solar panel (2) previously
distributed along a certain length;
- generating a displacement of the supports
(1.2.1) of the displacement module (1.2) from a
second position (b) to a first position (a) such
that the solar panel (2) located in the opening of
the base (B) is situated in the lower part of the
stack in the containing space (1.1) of the device
lifting all the solar panels (2) of the stack;

as long as there are solar panels (2) distributed along
a certain length and enough space in the containing
space (1.1) for storing solar panels (2) in the dis-
placeable supports (1.2.1).

14. The method according to claim 9, wherein the load-
ing of the device with a plurality of panels (2) stacked
in the containing space (1.1) for a device with an
upper access opening to the stack is carried out in
an iterative manner according to the following steps:

- providing a solar panel (2) through the upper
access to the stack until it is supported on the
displaceable supports (1.2.1) in the upper part
of the stack;
- generating a displacement of the displaceable
supports (1.2.1) of the displacement module
(1.2) from a second position (b) to a first position
(a) such that there are displaceable supports
(1.2.1) left available for supporting a new solar
panel (2);

as long as there are solar panels (2) and enough
space in the containing space (1.1) for storing solar
panels (2) in the displaceable supports (1.2.1).

15. The method according to claim 9, wherein the load-
ing of the device with a plurality of panels (2) stacked
in the containing space (1.1) for a device with a front
access opening according to the longitudinal forward
movement direction is carried out by inserting the
solar panels (2) until each solar panel (2) is support-
ed on the corresponding displaceable supports
(1.2.1) in the stack, preferably one at a time and in
the order established by the stack.
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